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My Father
Father you are my armour,
With you I feel stronger.
Without you my life is darker,
I’m your shadow, your follower.
You tell me stories of ghost,
But I know you love me the most.
You inspire me a lot,
Your words I always recall.
I’m happy that you’re my dad,
And at last just something to add,
You give me almost everything I desire,
You give me wings to fly higher.
Father, you are my armour,
With you I feel stronger.
— Rekha G, 4 B

Wind Beneath Your Wings…
That little step that takes you on,
That big worry that keeps you down,
In this huge world of competition,
Let it be your salvation.
Let no one tell you,
How good you are not,
They should be the ones to say,
How well you, your battles fought.
Chin up aiming for the sky,
It’s only a matter of time before you fly,
This journey will be the one that never ends,
On you the destination depends.
So come let me be the one,
To help you make this journey fun,
And amongst all other things,
Let me be the wind beneath your wings….
— Naysa Mohanty, 3 D
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Chance
The day I chanced upon you,
Is the one that’s pretty hazy?
What followed all along till now,
Is nothing short of crazy.
Those times I hustled to get to you,
Were the ones worth the risk.
It only made me grow fonder,
At a pace that was brisk.
You found me pushy I know,
And pretended to smile along.
Hoping that I’d vanish as soon,
I know you wished me gone.
I hope that has changed now,
That you wish I was around.
Remember I’m always here,
Even when I don’t make a sound.

Dreams

— Elwin Binoy, 4 F

When the world is fast asleep,
All the children be in their dream,
When they enter a small world,
In a magical place or a horror world,
They see a fairy or play with ghost,
They play, play and play
When the sun disturbs in the middle of the dream,
They wake up happy and think about their dream,
And when mother says go and brush,
They all become sad and go to mess.
— Sadhana Sree V, 6 E
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Friend
No matter how old we get,
The feelings the same I bet.
The need for someone always close,
Who’s usually the guiding force.
The days when we were all alone,
Holed up in a corner and mourned.
That friend to whom we gave our all,
Wasn’t there when we took the fall.
Think how much of a friend you’ve been,
Some for the things should never be seen.
Does the love in it make you feel,
No matter what, you’ll heal.
A friend is a friend whether old or young,
A ladder of faith with every rung.
Helps us reach our journey’s end,
Even when the situation doesn’t bend.
I hope I’ve been some of this,
To all you friends and I certainly miss.
All the laughter and tears that we’ve shared,
And all the beautiful moments spared.

English…

— Sumedha Vidyasagar Kamate, 4 B

English is an amazing language
That everyone loves.
People sometimes say it’s hard
But I don’t think it’s so tough.
Literature is my favourite part,
I even study it with all my heart.
English language holds a lot of power,
But it is as light as a flower.
Do you know what I felt
When I and English first met?
I thought, “OMG! This is going to be a bit tough for me.”
After sometime I said, “Hey! This is super easy.”
— Lia Chinnu Rolly, 6 C
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The Lesson of the Gun
If you hear the sound of a gun,
You’d better run.
The war has long begun,
Yet nobody has won.
The army sounds fun,
But no one wants to come,
To serve thy nation,
Like one has ever done.
The World War had plenty of guns,
With helpless millions on the run.
Behold what the Japs and Germans have done,
Rivers of blood dried beneath the sun.
In the wink of an eye,
So many lives pass by,
Lessons learnt seem to be none,
Decades gone……
Still nothing could be done.
— Vaughn Miguel D’Costa, 7 C

Connected or Trapped???
When mindless hours devoted virtually,
Constantly deepened by our insecurities,
Capturing every moment becomes a necessity,
To flaunt the filtered reality……
Soon emotions and genuine sincerity,
Surrendered to social media captivity.
Stuck to phone endlessly,
Forgetting our priority.
—Varsha Vivek, 10 B
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Someone New
Every time the Autumn wind blew,
You have someone new,
Looking at your perfect face,
Trying to keep up with the pace.
They will never know about your broken past,
By how you make everything last,
Everyone on their happy toes,
Just waiting for your heart which glows.
—Varsha Vivek, 10 B

Standing under the million stars,
Staring at the vast sky,
You know I have a million scars,
But you never seem to ask why?
I can see emptiness in your eyes,
You’re covering it up with a hundred lies,
Your heart is as cold as ice,
I wish I could warm it up like fireflies.

Nightmares

—Varsha Vivek, 10 B

Staring at the sky change colours,
The darkness slowly creeping in,
It’s time for me to get to bed,
Pull up the sheets, hold the pillow tight.
Waiting for mamma, to kiss me on my head,
Hoping the nightmares won’t cause much facade.
Exactly at twelve midnight,
I hear something scratching the walls,
Something walking down the hall,
Something that is of a far too dreadful sight.
Oh! I hear it knock my room’s door,
Urging me to let it in,
It’s time for me to pull up the sheets,
Hold the pillows tight.
Pretending not to hear a thing,
As I see the darkness slowly creeping in…
— Amreen R, 9 B
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Life
I see life all spread,
Spread all around me,
Life is so beautiful and serene,
Like a fantacy around me.
Life is so silent,
As silent as in space,
Life is so lit up,
As a burning flame.
— V Harshini, 11 PCMB

Who Can Understand ‘You’…
Nobody knows you more than you do,
Because it’s you who has always been long.
Nobody in the world can understand you better,
And not even the good Lord.
You have stood there for yourself,
When nobody was there.
You had chosen to take the risk,
When you knew that there was a chance to lose.
You stood all alone in the rain,
Feeling all of your pain.
Shedding tears in the rain,
So that no one can see you cry.
It was ‘you’ all out there,
In the battlefield of life.
Trapped between the two empires,
Death and Life.
And then when you chose to fight for life,
Because you wanted to live.
Though you could find a million reasons to die,
One reason to live, kept you alive.
You are living, because you want to die,
Die with your soul filled with memories.
Memories and circumstances that has led your life,
Far, as long as you live.
— V Harshini, 11 PCMB
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They ‘Were Buddies’
Oh! I really miss those days,
When I used to stay with my school buddies.
Even though, I’m still in a school,
But the ‘SCHOOL’ feeling is different from that of college.
We used to have a lot of fun,
With teachers and seniors.
Those crazy memories were ‘something’,
Something which touched my heart.
My ocean is filled with old memories,
But, will it have space for some more?
Each time I think about them,
My heart feels heavier.
Then, it was ‘are’,
Now, we are ‘were’
How did the time pass by?
I couldn’t even realize: it passed.
We’re scattered now,
All of us.
Though I had a chance to stay with a few,
I lost it all by ‘myself ’.
Am I so cruel?
Who regrets after what is lost.
Am I so stupid?
Who misses them after they’ve gone.

Quotes

— V. Harshini, 11 PCMB

1. 		“In the world full of thorns, be the rose.”
2. 		“You have only one chance to paint these beautiful clouds,
		or else before you know, they will drift to others’ view.”
— Deepalya Jha, 11 PCMB
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Story

Cover Story Dreams
At least everybody on this planet has dreamed or thought about
being on the cover of a prominent magazine (Vogue, Time). Like
others, I myself have thought about it once or twice and here I
am, penning it down. I personally believe that out of all those
magazines available there, TIME is one of the most reliable and
reputable sources.
For many decades, many of my role models have appeared on
its cover and I have adored the magazine ever since. I have noticed
that of all the people who’ve made their cameo the cover have
achieved something out of the blue, something extra ordinary,
something beyond what we can imagine.
Like any other individual, I have dreams and I believe that
I can pursue them and become a great person, remembered,
adored and respected by many. I believe that my dreams can get
me on that cover.
Once my face and my story is on the TIME MAGAZINE’S COVER, I will be
more than glad and satisfied with my efforts and all the sweat and tears I will
have shed to achieve this. In addition to this, I want my story to inspire others,
thousands of young kids like me who look up to a person whose story is very
similar to theirs.
I hope I will have the potential to make it on the cover of TIME MAGAZINE.
Until then, I will continue striving and working hard making a path which will
ultimately lead me to my goals.

Five Alternatives to ‘Old’

— Amreen R, 9 B

1. Ancient—
There is an ancient monument just off the main road.
2. Aged—
My aged parents will be staying with me over the summer.
3. Antiquated—
I am not sure this antiquated equipment will work well enough for this job.
4. Getting on a bit—
My dog’s getting on a bit, but he still loves his morning walks.
5. Mature—
This dress style suits the mature lady.
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How to be Fluent in English in 5 Steps
Becoming fluent in English can seem like a daunting task. However, like any
journey, the most difficult part is often taking the first step. Follow these five easy
steps to make your English sound more fluent starting today.
1. Smile and breathe
No matter what your level of English, confidence is vital. When you speak
English, smiling will make you feel more confident. It might even help you make
some new friends. Make sure to take time to breathe while you are speaking, too.
If you get stuck for what to say, just pause, take a breath, and you will feel your
confidence returning.
2. Memorize examples with vocabulary
Don’t just memorize lists of words. Make sure to include examples, too. If you
are using flashcards, write a whole sentence on each card so you know how to
use the words in context. Make the examples as memorable as possible with
a funny story or use something related to your life to help them stick in
your mind.
3. Listen to learn
When listening to English radio, news or movies, pay close
attention to what you hear. Keep a notebook to write down new
phrases, and look up or ask your teacher about any that you
don’t understand. If you are speaking to a native speaker, don’t
be afraid to ask them to explain any idioms or expressions that
you don’t understand. Learning from the real world will make
your English more relevant and natural than learning from a
textbook.
4. Exercise your mouth muscles
English probably uses some sounds that you don’t have in your
first language. To make these sounds accurately, you need to
develop the muscles in your mouth by exercising them. Practise
speaking loudly and clearly at home and record yourself to make sure
you are doing it right. Exaggerate each sound when you practise alone
and you will find it easier to speak clearly in a normal conversation.
5. Copy a native speaker
You can learn a lot from mimicking the way a native speaker speaks. Choose
someone whose voice you like and find a recording of them speaking. Select a
few sentences in the recording and practise saying them yourself exactly how
they sound on the recording. Pay attention to the sound of each syllable and
which words are stressed.
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Remember, however you practice your spoken English, keep it fun and relevant.
Practise a variety of techniques and do it regularly to reach your goal of speaking
fluent English.

Language Matters
Why English Is So Hard To Learn ??????? You think it is easy? Check this out.
1. The bandage was wound around the wound.
2. The farm was cultivated to produce produce.
3. The dump was so full that the workers had to refuse more refuse.
4. We must polish the Polish furniture shown at the store.
5. He could lead if he would get the lead out.
6. The soldier decided to desert his tasty dessert in the desert.
7. Since there is no time like the present, he thought it was time to present the
present to his friend.
8. A bass was painted on the head of the bass drum.
9. When shot at, the dove dove into the bushes.
10. I did not object to the object which he showed me.
11. The insurance was invalid for the invalid in his hospital bed.
12. There was a row among the oarsmen about who would row.
13. They were too close to the door to close it.
14. The wind was too strong to wind the sail around the mast.
15. I had to subject the subject in a series of tests.
— Aarna Malot, 8 A
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Let Us Compare
British vs American Words
Football

…

Soccer

Curtains

…

Drapes

Autumn

…

Fall

Flat

…

Apartment

Coriander

…

Cilantro

Wardrobe

…

Closet

Resume

…

CV

Nappy

…

Diaper

Staff

…

Faculty

Trousers

…

Pants

Maize

…

Corn

Handbag

…

Purse

Porridge

…

Oatmeal

Bill

…

Check

Let Us Pronounce Correctly
Word

Incorrect

Correct

DATA
WEDNESDAY
RECEIPT
BASS
SUITE
COLLEAGUE
VEGETABLES
ONION
PRONUNCIATION
OFTEN

Daa-taa
Wed-nes-day
Ree-sipt
Baas
Soot
Ku-lig
Vegi-table
O-nion
Pro-noun-cee-a-shun
Off-ten

Day-ta
Wenz-day
Ree-seet
Base
Sweet
Ko-lig
Veg-table
A-nion
Pra-nun-cee-a-shun
Aw-fen
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Irregular Plurals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ellipsis
Codex
Larva
Oasis
Focus

Ellipses
Codies
Larvae
Oases
Foci

6.
7.
8.
9.

.

10

Curriculum
Aircraft
Vita
Tuna
Index

Curricula
Aircraft
Vitae
Tuna
Indices

Anagrams
anagram
/'anәgram/ noun plural noun: anagrams
a word, phrase, or name formed by rearranging the letters of another, such as spar,
formed from rasp.

Harry Potter Anagrams

Can you unscramble these 16 Harry Potter anagrams?
SLUMEGG
FLOG IT BEFORE
DID QUIET MATCH
TERRY T OPRAH
GHEWID
ODD RUMBLE
GRIN NEARER ME HOG
WE SEAR ONLY
WHERES TAX SPROGS
DRIP FOOL BLANCHE
SHOP THE LOSER PINS
FURRY FOE SING DOH
DITCH SONG LEN
YOU RACKED TALL HEN
CROSS BATCH FREE ME
SPOON SPARE SERF
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Interesting Facts about English
1. The most common vowel in English is "e", followed by "a".
2. The most common consonant in English is "r", followed by "t".
3. Every syllable in English must have a vowel (sound). Not all syllables have
consonants.
4. Only two English words in current use end in "-gry". They are "angry" and
"hungry".
5. The word "bookkeeper" (along with its associate "bookkeeping") is the only
unhyphenated English word with three consecutive double letters. Other such
words, like "sweet-toothed", require a hyphen to be readily readable.
6. More English words begin with the letter "s" than with any other letter.
7. A preposition is always followed by a noun (ie noun, proper noun, pronoun,
noun group, gerund).
8. The word "uncopyrightable" is the longest English word in normal use that
contains no letter more than once.
9. The only word in English that ends with the letters "-mt" is "dreamt" (which is
a variant spelling of "dreamed")- as well of course as "undreamt" )
10. The word "alphabet" comes from the first two letters of the Greek alphabet:
alpha, bēta.
11. The dot over the letter "i" and the letter "j" is called a "superscript dot".
12. In normal usage, the # symbol has several names, for example: hash, pound
sign, number sign.

My Thoughts
It’s amazing that some people can be appreciated by the way they think
and what they think like writers. Readers appreciate what thoughts
they’ve put into their writings and simply get inspired.
That’s probably because thinking is the only act that everyone does
uniquely and differently. We can copy every move of the other person—
the way they walk, talk, dress, and so on. But not the way they think. We
could force ourselves to some extent to copy the way they think, but in the
end, it won’t come naturally.
This is the reason why beauty or physical actions don’t matter as much
as your thoughts do because everyone thinks differently and that makes
everyone different.
— Deepalya Jha, 11 PCMB
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Riddles
1. Riddle: What begins with the letter ‘t’, is full of ‘t’ and finishes with ‘t’?
Answer: A Teapot with Tea in it.
2. Riddle: Which is the biggest English alphabet that contains the most
water in it?
Answer: The letter ‘C’.
3. Riddle: Can you guess what is at the end of a rainbow?
Answer: The letter ‘W’.
4. Riddle: What would weigh more, one pound cotton or one pound iron?
Answer: Neither weighs more or less, as they weigh the same, one pound.
5. Riddle: In a single-storey house, there is a red chair, red bed, red computer,
red flowers, red table, red carpet- everything around is red colour. What is the
colour of the staircase?
Answer: It is a single-storey house, and hence, there is no staircase.
6. Riddle: I have a face and two hands, but no arms or legs. What am I?
Answer: A clock.
7. Riddle: What starts and ends with the letter ‘E’, but has only one letter?
Answer: An envelope.
8. Riddle: Why can’t a man living in New York be buried in Chicago?
Answer: Because he is alive.
9. Riddle: What needs to be broken before you use it?
Answer: An egg.
10. Riddle: Which month of the year has 28 days?
Answer: All months have 28 days.
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For A Reason
I strongly believe in the fact that everything happens for a reason. A lot of
us do but even when we know that there is a reason behind every move,
every failure, every rejection, every decision, and every change. We still do
sometimes forget it at times we need the most.
We turn out to be stubborn. If we want it, we want it. We fail to adjust in
the new environment, with new people or in a new place. We lost all hope
and declare that it is the end of the world when we step out of our comfort
box. But if we remain like this, will we ever be able to cope up and be able to
start a new life? Clearly not.
It is totally okay to take a break from your rushing life and think about
yourself and your well-being. Remember that we are not always going to be
surrounded by the people we want. People come and go but that also means
we have many to come. You will not always be appreciated and lone but it
is only to make you stronger. It might be the worst time of your life, and
you might not see any ray of hope, but hold on. There is still so much of life
left! You have gone through all of this to just learn new things and to keep
getting better. Good times will be back.
Let such difficulties hit you just like asteroids. They might look like
the most dangerous disaster, but don’t forget that all of these beautiful and
magical celestial bodies were formed due to the same asteroids.
All this is only to get you prepared for the life that you wished for. All
this is only to get you the best. All this is only for a reason.
— Deepalya Jha, 11 PCMB

Remember that we are not always
going to be surrounded by the people we want…
You will not always be appreciated and lone
but it is only to make you stronger.
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•

L I T E R A R Y

•

C R O S S W O R D

•

P U Z Z L E

•

Freak the Mighty
1

2

3
4
5

6
7

8

9
10

12

13

11

14

15

16

18

17

19

20

21

22

24
25

26
27
28

Across
1. Acording to Freak,
is dangerous.
3. Where do Max and Freak first meet?

Down
2. Everyone says Max looks like his
3. What Max call his basement room (2 words)

5.
6.
8.
9.
11.
12.
15.
19.
20.

4. What kind of transplant does Freak tell Max he will get?
5. Who gives Freak and Max the name ‘Freak the Mighty’?
7. Freak wants Max to write about
in the blank
book.
10. Freak steers Max as if Max were a[n]
.
13. Who says, “Nothing is a drag, kid. Think about it”?
14. What does Freak receive for his birthday?
16. Freak says
were the first human versions of
robots.
17. Who bullies Freak and Max? (2 words)
18. Max says he “never had a[n]
until Freak came
along...”
21. Freak’s
was too big for his body.
23. Max’s father makes an oath on a[n]
.

22.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
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What do dragons symbolize?
People call Max’s father
Kane.
Why is Freak rushed to the hospital on his birthday
Freak gives Max a personalized
.
Max’s childhood nickname.
How does Max’s father get out of prison?
Freak’s mechanical bird
What Freak uses to rescue Max (2 words)
“The Fair Gwen’ is a reference to the story of King
.
the leader of The Panheads motorcycle gang
Max’s father takes him to the New “
”
Gram doesn’t want Grim to buy a[n]
.
Max doesn’t like to talk in class or
.
“I saw you kill my
” said Max.
Dr.Spivak thinks Max needed to feel
.

.
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Origin of English Language
Christianity

ANGLO-SAXON

Pilgrimage

MEDIEVAL

Printing press
Sea power
Age of reason
Industrial revolution

TUDOR

Rule of St. Benedict
Chaucer
Shakespeare, Johnson

RESTORATION

Pepys, Defoe

ENLIGHTENMENT

Gay, Hogarth

ROMANTICISM

Fielding, Goldsmith

Railways & travel

VICTORIAN

Dickems, Trollope

Modern hotels

EDWARDIAN

Bennett, Hardy

TWENTIETH CENTURY

Hailey, Sankar

Hotels & travel for all

CONTEMPORARY
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Riddles
1. Riddle: I have one eye and a long tail that I let fly wherever I go through a
gap, I leave a bit of my tail in the trap. What am I?
Answer: A needle and thread
2. Riddle: There is a greenhouse inside the greenhouse there is a white
house, inside white house there is a red house, inside red house there are
lots of babies. Who am I?
Answer: Watermelon
3. Riddle: What has a neck but no head?
Answer: A bottle
4. Riddle: What goes down but never goes up?
Answer: Rain
5. Riddle: What goes up and never comes down?
Answer: Age
6. Riddle: A jam that we cannot eat.
Answer: Traffic-jam
7. Riddle: A room we cannot enter into it.
Answer: Mushroom
8. Riddle: A pencil if we sharp it grows and if we sharp more, it breaks.
What is it?
Answer: Pencil led
9. Riddle: Where does a rat go to get a new tail?
Answer: Re-tail shop
10. Riddle: Why is the Math book always sad?
Answer: It has too many problems.
11. Riddle: How do you stay warm in any room?
Answer: Sit in the corner where it’s always 90 degree.
12. Riddle: This year award is going to scarecrow. Why?
Answer: He is outstanding in his field.
— Benito and Geethika Reddy A, 6 E
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